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Abstract
Normalization process is a set of operations whereby
systematic biases are removed from microarray data.
Therefore researcher can attain acceptable results
and have more logic comparisons. This process con-
sidering the bias constructions and the effects on
microarray is recognizable and applicable. Examples
of this process are spatial correction, background cor-
rection, rescaling, dye effect and within slide normal-
ization. Spot intensity standard deviation is decreased
by that normalization processes, and confidence to the
microarray data analysis outcomes is increased. This
paper describes all of these methods. In addition it
contains the examples of a real dual channel cDNA
microarray experiment to illustrate normalization
process.
Keywords: Microarray; Normalization; cDNA;
Preprocessing; Background correction; Robust
smoother.

INTRODUCTION

Microarray technology, as a measurement method, has
enabled researchers to study thousands expression of
genes simultaneously (DeRisi et al., 1996). Like other
measurement methods, microarray technology is not
free of systematic biases. These may occur while label-
ing, spotting, scanning, image analysis or other similar
operations. But these factors in no way add to biologi-
cal differences (Schena, 2000). There are different
methods to create a microarray. The first step is to
extract RNA from intended tissues. These tissues are
usually samples of groups under study, control group

and experiment group. Second step is reverse tran-
scription and formation of cDNA. In this way two
types of cDNA are formed. These two types of cDNA
are labeled with different dyes. In new technologies,
two types of fluorescent namely, Cy3 and Cy5 are
used. These two types of fluorescent are detectable by
green and red laser (Pat Brown Laboratory Protocol,
2002).  

Then labeled cDNAs are mixed and spotted as tar-
gets on a slide whereon are put certain probes of
nucleotide sequence. In the next step that is called
hybridization, cDNAs are provided with such opportu-
nity to hybridize with probes. The slide is washed out
at the end of this stage so that those groups of cDNAs
that have not hybridized are removed. At the end, the
slide is scanned with two 532 nm and 635 nm lasers,
and then two green and red images are produced.
Different Image Analysis methods create a matrix by
merging these two images, where each element of this
matrix shows the intensity of green or red dyes at a
spot (Stekel, 2003). 

Microarrays are infected with types of systematic
biases considering their natures, such that if a microar-
ray experiment is conducted twice with the same pre-
vious materials and conditions, then genes expression
may have different quantities after image scan and
analysis (Yang and Speed, 2003). In brief, the follow-
ing resource can be pointed out in creating bias
microarray experiments: including biases resulting
from preparation, RNA extraction and transcription,
difference in labeling, bias resulting from chemical
structure and slide heterogeneity, problems related to
spotting, factors creating bias in hybridization, errors
resulting from scanning and different image analysis
methods and data quantification (Draghici, 2003). The
set of these factors create disasters while comparing
the genes to such extent one can not find if expression
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of this gene is due to genetic properties or due to sys-
tematic biases. Hence, it seems necessary to set forth
subjects related to normalization to eliminate or lessen
effects of these biases. 

Normalization process is a set of operations where-
by systematic biases are removed from microarray
data so that researchers could reach more proper
results and have more logical comparisons in the study
of different genes expression (Xiao et al., 2004). Like
other bioinformatics processes, microarray technology
consists of two laboratory sections and computing sec-
tion; and, due to complexity of its computing section it
is somehow ambiguous for biologists. Moreover, since
production technology of this new-emerging phenom-
enon has recently entered into the country, and since
with suitable and proper design one can reach accept-
able and reliable answers in these experiments hence,
conducting this research with the aim to explain and
elaborate normalization process in microarray technol-
ogy seems to be necessary. In this article, after a brief
review of how image is analyzed, we will discuss bias
removing methods in microarray data, and will show
above stages. We hope that this article will pave the
way for the extraction of proper results based on a
proper design of a microarray test. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Image Analysis: After laboratory stages, hybridiza-
tion, and washing, microarray slides are ready for
analysis. Each slide is presumptively divided into
thousands of pixels considering power and precision
of scanner. Laser is radiated on each pixel on two
channels, where reflection of which produces different
heat on sensors. 

This heat as the intensity of red or green dyes is
quantified and is changed into numerical values. Each
spot consists of hundreds of pixels. This means that
thousands of values are reported for each spot. Spot
dye intensity, is a function of above values. In the first
choice, the mean of these values can be considered as
spot dye intensity. But the median is a better choice
due to non-sensitivity to outlier data. For this reason,
this landmark is used in most microarray tests. Nunez-
Garcia et al. has suggested mode as the more accurate
statistic in this regard (Nunez-Garcia, 2004). 

Scanner sweeps both the spots and their surround-
ings (so called as background), and reports the
amounts of red or green dye intensity existing in that
area. Dye intensity in this area is called as “back-
ground dye intensity”. Scanner reports too many num-
bers for the background which could be summarized as

the mean, median, or other functions. It is better that
the function of the background intensity be similar to
the function of foreground intensity (Kamberova and
Shah, 2002). Figure 1 shows general view of a spot
and different methods for calculation of background
dye.

Spatial Correction: Spotting process on slides may
last for several hours during which final spots may be
less coordinated with other spots due to dryness of
spotter’s pins. Such disorder may occur as a result of
hybridization or some other technical problems in
image analysis. To correct such bias that exists on the
border of each slide in particular, and supposing spa-
tial (location) effect is a multiple of dye intensity and
is equal on both channels, and let SR(x,y) as dye inten-
sity of red channel at (x,y), F(x,y) is real red dye inten-
sity at (x,y), and C(x,y) is the spatial (location) effect
that is equal on both channels and is a multiple of real
dye intensity, the following method is suggested. If
proportion of red and greed dye intensities are used in
the equations instead of red and greed dye intensities,
this proportion shall be free of any spatial (location)
effect:

This means that signal dye intensity ratio is equal to
true dye intensity ratio (Wit and McClure, 2004). If the
above-mentioned presuppositions are not approved,
we can use two-way smoothing which is widely dis-
cussed in Stekel’s book (Stekel, 2003).

Background Correction: Since no spot was spotted
in the background area and therefore red and green dye
intensities should be zero, actually it was not so.
Therefore, in any can conclude that both the red and
green channels have reported a value higher than the
true intensity. Common method to correct background
in microarray experiments based on this presupposi-
tion that background dye intensity is additive to main
dye intensity and based on this assumption, to calcu-
late dye intensity it is enough to subtract background
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Figure 1. Inside bright domain are called foreground (pixel) and
inside shaded part are called background. a, b and c show three
methods for calculation of back ground dye.

a                    b                   c



dye intensity value from main dye intensity value
(Kim et al., 2002).

Corrected dye intensity = reported dye intensity (sig-
nal) – background dye intensity

Ri = Rfi – Rbi
Gi = Gfi – Gbi

To correct background intensity, other suggestions
have been proposed. As it was told before, each spot
consists of hundreds of pixels and finally a function of
pixels dye intensity is considered as dye intensity of
each spot (usually median). By subtracting three stan-
dard deviations of background dye intensity from dye
intensity function, the corrected value is calculated
(Suite, 1999):

Corrected dye intensity = reported dye intensity (sig-
nal) - 3 standard deviations of background dye inten-

sity
Ri = Rfi – 3Se(Rbi)
Gi = Gfi – 3Se(Gbi)

As it was discussed before, both above-mentioned pat-
terns are based on this assumption that background dye
intensity is an additive quantity. This presupposition
simplify the calculations but creates other problems,
for example consider a case where the reported dye
intensity (signal) is less than background dye intensity,
and main dye intensity that is gained by subtracting
these two values is unavoidably less than zero.

To avoid such problem we can remove such spots
as flagged biases from analysis (Kim et al., 2002). But
Bakewell and Wit believe that removing such spots will
result in loss of information (Bakewell and Wit, 2004).
For this reason, they weighted each spot with inverse
dye intensity deviation, and minimized the effect of
biased spots in this way. Another model called proba-
bilistic model was presented by Irizarry et al. (2003).
In this method, conditional expectation of main dye
intensity is considered as the basis of calculations
given that signal dye intensity values and background
dye are known. 

E(corrected dye intensity | signal dye intensity +
background dye intensity)

E(Ri | Rfi + Rbi)
E(Gi | Gfi + Gbi) 

Where distributions of Rfi + Rbi and Gfi + Gbi are sup-
posed to be normal. Calculation formulas of this model
are not presented here due to complexity of probabili-
ty subject. For more study Irizarry is suggested for ref-
erence (Irizarry et al., 2003). The most advantage of
this model is that there are less flagged spots in this

model. 

Rescaling: Values calculated for green and red dyes
after background correction are usually skew or abnor-
mal distribution which will result in doubtful statistical
interpretations. To avoid such problem, the best sug-
gestion is to change measurement scale and using a
logarithm scale. Using logarithm scale gives such fea-
ture to the data that values changes from multiplication
mode to addition mode. For example suppose follow-
ing numbers x, 2x and 4x, if binary logarithm of these
numbers are applied instead of the actual values, val-
ues will change as follows:

log2x, log22x=log2x+1, log24x=log2x+2

for each time that x is doubled, one unit is added to
logarithm scale. For this reason scale of logarithm
measurement is improved in binary format
(Quackenbush, 2002). After rescaling, following equa-
tion is used for the data. For spots i = 1,2,…, p, green
and red dye intensity shall be Ri and Gi, and for these
values:

By drawing these two values beside each other, the
result shall be MA-plot that is a 45 degree rotation of
log2R against log2G. 

Dye Effect Normalization: Main presupposition in
the microarray experiment is that both types of cDNA
are hybridized and joint with probes similarly.
Nowadays, microarray experiments based on dye
intensity measurement of those cDNAs that is are
labeled with two Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescent. Contrary to
similarities between these two dyes, they are in some
way different from each other including size of mole-
cules. Due to larger size of Cy5 molecule, in the mid-
dle of the diagram, data is located in a lower limits
compared to two ends that associates banana effects.
This problem may occur due to image analysis defects.
Banana effect may result in a darker dye in one chan-
nel that the other. It means that one cDNAs expressed
more than other. Above presupposition is true in all
components of a microarray slide. This means that if
the slide is divided as per pins of spotters, green and
red dye intensity should be equal in all subgroups. 

To avoid such error, Yang et al. (2001) set forth dye
effect normalization. Such that M and A values that
were previously discussed here in this article, are cor-
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rected as follows:

Supposing that intensity of both dyes are proportionate
with each other R=kG, then by selecting mean or
median of logarithm ratio to:

And with subtracting it from M, global normalization
has been done.  

Moreover, by fitting loess or lowess regression
function between A and M, and calculating remainders
resulting from subtraction of estimated values of
regression function from M, and even separately and
on classification of pins, a more accurate normaliza-
tion is carried out. 

Within Slide Normalization: After dye effect nor-
malization, logarithm ratio of both dyes shall be con-
centrated around zero as per classification of pins of
spotter. But this does not mean that they distribution of
these pins is equal. Exactly for this reason, within slide
normalization shall be needed. Supposing that the
entire logarithm of dyes proportion follows normal
distribution with zero deviation and αi

2σ2. It shall be
enough to estimate αi

2 to equalize distribution of all
logarithms. For this reason, Yang et al. (2002) suggest
the following estimate:

Outstanding feature of MAD (Median Absolute
Deviation) is that this statistic is not affected from out-
liers. In this way, gene expressions are not so affected. 

Data: Data used here in this paper is derived from the
Bullinger et al. (2004). That study aimed to review
gene expression in adult patients with acute myeloid
leukemia. For this purpose, 65 samples of cDNA of
peripheral blood and 54 samples of bone marrow of
116 adult patients with AML (Acute Myeloid
Leukemia) were extracted of which karyotype of 54
persons was normal. Microarray slide formed after
hybridization by Genepix 4000B scanner was quanti-
fied. This data is available at Stanford university
microarray database (Gollub et al., 2003).

For the purpose of data normalization in this study,
R software and maARRAY and Smida package were
used. maARRAY is explained in Dudoit (Dudoit and
Yang, 2003), and Wit’s book has more information
about Smida (Wit and McClure, 2004). All of two
packages are available at Bioconductor web site:
Http://www.bioconductor.org. Smida also can be down-
loaded form:    
http://www.stats.gla.ac.uk/~microarray/book/.

RESULTS

Average and standard deviation of pixel intensity
means are 476.2 ± 671.1 in green channel and 372.6 ±
599.0 in red channel. 1508 spot from 43200 spot (3.5
percent) are greatest intensity than average plus three
standard deviation (m + 3s) in both channels. Average
and standard deviation of pixel intensity median are
454.7 ± 626.6 in channel one and 355.9 ± 545.0 in
another channel. 

Among the set of data existing after quantifying
image of microarray slide, spot pixels intensity medi-
an was selected as signal dye intensity. Because this
quantity has more centralize around its average, and
for such reason background pixels dye intensity medi-
an was selected as background dye intensity to be
applied. 

Figure 2 is the spatial diagram of green channel
background intensity. Since there is no target in the
background to joint with probes, therefore, dye inten-
sity should be uniform throughout the diagram. But if
it is observed in figure 2 that dye intensity at the edge
and around column 3 and row 6 is more than other
areas. Non-uniformity of background dye is a sign of
presence of spatial effect (location) in the microarray.
To remove the spatial effect, spatial bias correction
should be applied. If background intensity spatial dia-
gram of other channel is drawn, we will have a model
similar to the first diagram. Equal model of two dia-
grams shows that spatial effect is equal in two chan-
nels. Moreover, it is not unlikely that spatial effect is a
multiple of true dye intensity. By applying these two
hypotheses we may use the calculated dye intensity to
eliminate this effect. For this reason, we applied pro-
portion of these two channels during normalization
process, and as it can be observed in spatial diagram
after preprocessing (Fig. 3), dye distribution seems to
be smoother in morphological point view. This dia-
gram is drawn after normalization process and based
on M=log2(R/G). 

As it was mentioned before, elimination of back-
ground effect is the most important phases of normal-
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ization process. To neutralize this effect as it is com-
mon, we supposed background dye effect as a value
additive to signal dye intensity value. By subtracting
these two values from each other, we tried to separate
background effect from signal. Figure 4-left is a scot-
er plot that shows green and red dye intensity values
after subtracting background dye. The most outstand-
ing factor that can be seen in this plot is the presence
of spots that are less than zero in one of the two axes.
The reason is that signal dye intensity is less than
background dye intensity in these spots. For this rea-
son, such spots are called biased spots, since we have
to put them aside from analysis, but if we use back-
ground correction with probabilistic model, number of
biased spots shall be considerably less. If the case is
clearly shown in the plot, then in figure 4-left, we have
used background dye correction with probabilistic
model. 

Histogram of spots’ green channel dye intensity is
shown in figure 5-left. If we can observe in this dia-
gram that data have skew distribution, we applied

binary logarithm to eliminate such problem. As it can
be observed in figure 5-right, data distribution is more
symmetric after logarithm process and it is less skew. 

Standard deviation of logarithm of both two chan-
nel intensity are 2.56 that has become less than stan-
dard deviation of intensity before this stage. Number
of spot with intensity lowest than mean plus three stan-
dard deviation (m + 3s), has become zero, and just 392
spot have intensity more than mean plus two standard
deviation (m + 2s) of all spot intensity. It means that
the data has become stable after taking logarithm.

In previous section, we pointed that in a microar-
ray experiment, both types of cDNA are equally joint
with probes. We expect that green and red dye intensi-
ty is uniform throughout the slide. If such presupposi-
tion is true, data is distributed equally around MA-plot.
While data distribution is not equal in figure 6-left, to
eliminate such problem, loess regression function of
first class degree with span=0.3 we fit each pin with
data. The result is shown in figure 6-right. 

Data is distributed around zero in diagram 6-right.
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Figure 2. Spatial plot of the morphological green channel background intensity. Dye intensity at the edge and
around column 3 and row 6 is more than other area. 
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Figure 3. Spatial plot of two channel intensity log-ratio using green to red color palette. Green means that sample
genes are more expressed and red means that reference genes are expressed more. This plot was drown after nor-
malization and two dye distributions are uniform in all around.

Figure 4. Scoter plot of green versus red channel intensity after background correction. To simplify just slide one is
shown. The process is made simplify by presupposition that background intensity is additive to pixel intensity. But it
make flagged data problem. In left plot data near the axes is flagged. In right plot this problem was solved by using of
probabilistic model. 



But does this distribution is equal as per spots’ loca-
tions? The answer is shown in figure 7. Box plot which
is drawn before dye effect normalization, data average
is not zero. In figure 7-left the box plot is drawn after
dye effect normalization wherein data mean is clearly
equal to zero. But data distribution is not equal as per
spots’ locations classification. That is boxes’ lengths
are not equal. To eliminate such problem and prepare
data we used within slide normalization to extract sta-
tistical interpretations that needed variance equality.
Box plot of figure 7-right was drawn after such nor-
malization that shows data distribution equality. After
end stage normalization average and standard devia-
tion of green and red channel are 6.74 ± 2.50 and 6.78
± 2.52 respectively. Percent of spot that have intensity

more than mean plus two standard deviation of all spot
intensity has become less than before of this stage
(Table 1). This shown that the data has become more
stable after normalization processing. Finally about
31126 spot are useable in next microarray data analy-
sis such as clustering.

Now, data of this microarray experiment are ready
for statistic analysis and interpretations. Final correct-
ed dye intensities of R and G are calculated by doing a
few mathematical transformations. 

DISCUSSION

Normalization is one of the main phases in a microar-
ray experiments, because precision of the results is
increased by providing interpretation ground. In this
article, we have tried to introduce existing normaliza-
tion methods and discuss about the necessity of using
these methods. Data of the study conducted by
Bullinger et al. (2004) was practically normalized. 

Based on the presented subjects, we can conclude
that considering several sources for systematic biases
in microarray experiment, normalization process is
unavoidable. For example, in above data, considering
non-uniformity of data distribution throughout the
slide, spatial effect is considered to be necessary and
due to similarity of this effect in these two channels,
spatial effect was neutralized by calculating ratio of
dye intensity of both channels. 

If additive models are used (Kim et al., 2002), we
might have faced a great quantity of biased data. For
this reason, we used probabilistic model to eliminate
the background effect. Due to high dye intensity vari-
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Figure 5. Green channel histogram after background correction,
before taking logarithm (left) and after it (right). Data distribution
is changed to normal by logarithmic transformation. 

Figure 6. MA plot of slide one of data before (left) and after (right) fitting loess regression. Data is cauterized around
zero by fitting loess regression.



ance in this study compared to other microarray tests,
banana effect  was not clear though the mean was not
zero. For this reason, first degree loess regression is
used to eliminate dye effect (Yang et al., 2001).
Variance difference has been eliminated with other
method proposed by Yang (Yang et al., 2002). Spot
intensity standard deviation is decreased by prepro-
cessing processes (Table 1) and confidence to the
microarray data analysis outcome is increased. 
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